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ABSTRACT 

Evaluating a building's performance in a windstorm has 

previously been a long, coitputationally intensive, manual 

process. It has also required the time of an expert to 

perform all of the calculations to insure the latest 

knowledge of wind/building interaction is properly used to 

guide the process and interpret the results. This paper 

presents the integration of a knowledge based expert system 

with more traditional algorithmic programs in an effort to 

automate the evaluation. The expert system uses knowledge 

gleaned from actual experts in wind engineering to guide 

the repetitive calculations and comparisons, which the 

algorithmic programs can accorrplish many times faster than 

a human. 

The Microsoft Windows operating system offers a number 

of different methods of intertask communication, user 

interaction, and data management. Ultimately, the user 

must have convenient access to the database auid knowledge 

base, as well as an accurate analysis of the building. 

Different combinations of intertask communication have been 

explored, noting their appropriateness in terms of memory 

limitations and time consumption. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Consideration of a structure's performance in a 

windstorm should be an integral part of that structure's 

design. Not only must the structure be able to support the 

loads of its own internal members and future contents, but 

it is required to withstand certain standard loads from 

wind. The structure's size, purpose, and location 

determine the types and sizes of wind loads the structure 

must withstand. Uniform design codes and stcuidards are 

used to insure public safety, property protection, and 

shape current construction practices. For the United 

States, these standards are found in Minimum Design Loads 

For Buildings And Other Structures, ASCE 7-88 (ASCE, 1990) . 

In evaluating a building with respect to these 

standards, very little can be found in the way of help from 

computers. The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 

directed the development of a program called ESTA. ESTA is 

an algorithmic program that can receive data about a 

building from a user and calculate wind loads the building 

will experience during winds of a certain velocity. The 

data required by ESTA must be input manually, and ESTA's 

results must be interpreted by an expert manually. While 

mathematically accurate, ESTA requires a large cimount of 



data to calculate the wind loads on every part of a 

building. 

It should be possible to automate a wind evaluation 

more coirpletely. Currently, human experts have many 

coirputer tools that aid in designing and evaluating a 

building, but very few of these programs are compatible 

with each other. 

It is not uncommon to find that in one office a 
designer uses a powerful computer-aided design 
and drafting (CADD) package to produce a project 
drawing, while in another office, a construction 
estimator uses a digitizer to put the information 
from the same drawing back into a computer (in 
effect, unCADD). The result is a substantial net 
loss in efficiency and an increase in the 
ever-present potential for errors. Therefore, we 
are faced with the problem of getting coitputer 
tools to communicate about engineering data. 
(Howard, Abdalla, and Phan, 1992, p.19) 

The communication of data between programs is the heart of 

an integrated environment. A survey of similar 

environments will be discussed in Chapter III. 

By integrating design and evaluation tools, human 

interpretation and translation of design data is minimized. 

The term "integrated environment" simply means there is 

more than one program working together instead of 

independently. The integrated programs should "organize, 

process, manage, and communicate the multidisciplinary 

information associated with complex design problems freeing 

designers to conceive creative solutions" (Sause, Martini, 

and Powell, 1992, p.248). 



In order to work together, the data that design tools 

and evaluation tools use and pass back and forth must be 

stcuidardized. A good example of an integrated environment 

is Microsoft (MS) Office 4.3: a word processor, 

spreadsheet program, cuid database manager designed to share 

data and functionality. A cell of a spreadsheet can total 

a column of numbers. That cell can be linked to a word 

processor document to include the total value in a report. 

If the cell value were to change, the value displayed in 

the document would change and an updated document could be 

printed. Cooperation between the word processor cind 

spreadsheet would not be possible unless the designers of 

these programs had taken specific steps to insure these 

programs could communicate. 

The possibility of integrating design and evaluation 

tools depends on the necessary communication between the 

tools. The object of this research is to take the first 

step towards integrating evaluation tools with the building 

data needed for the evaluation, and the design tools which 

generate the building data. The first step is determining 

the data that needs to be exchanged (Howard, Abdalla, and 

Phan, 1992). By isolating the necessary data for a wind 

evaluation, and documenting current methods of sharing that 

data, future research can develop more efficient means of 

data communication, as well as include other engineering 



considerations (e.g., cost estimation, earthquake 

analysis). A standard data model used by civil engineering 

software tools can be developed in the future to promote 

the creation of integratable tools and diminish the need 

for interpretation cind translation by human experts. 

The MS Windows environment supports several different 

methods of data sharing. By developing an evaluation 

prototype, different means of communication can be 

experimented with and tested. Unlike the familiar 

evaluation of a building's internal frame, wind interaction 

with a building's exterior envelope is not so well 

understood, but a necessary part of a wind evaluation. 

Emphasis is placed on integrating the necessary tools for 

an envelope analysis into the prototype. The envelope 

analysis implemented in this thesis research is not 

exhaustive, but does identify the necessary data, and 

demonstrate the different communication methods available. 



CHAPTER II 

ASSUMPTIONS 

A building's frame must contend with wind loads that 

are spread over the entire surface of a wall or roof. 

There are local areas of walls and roofs where the wind 

loads can vary greatly from the wall's average. While this 

variation may not have a significant effect on the frame, 

the envelope of a building is frequently made up of smaller 

members which must contend with these local loads 

individually. These areas with different local wind loads 

are called loading zones. The boundaries of these loading 

zones can be identified, and affect the envelope 

evaluation. 

To account for these local wind load variation, the 

envelope, or cladding, of a building is decoitposed into 

panels to be evaluated individually. It is assumed that 

this deconposition is appropriate for all common types of 

cladding. While the appropriateness is evident for 

cladding made up of individual panels and fasteners, it is 

not clear when or how masonry walls and brick veneers will 

be decoirqposed into panels. Will the design tool or 

evaluation tool be responsible for the decoitposition? It 

is assumed here that the envelope will be divided into 

panels by the design tool before the evaluation is begun. 



The local effects of wind depend on the wind's angle 

of incidence on the building. In order to narrow the scope 

of the analysis to only the worst case scenarios, I have 

assumed that during a wind storm, wind can strike a 

building from any direction. The evaluation will therefore 

not consider a specific wind direction, but will perform 

only the calculations that consider the largest 

wind-related pressures from any direction for a given 

panel. 

Two stages of wind analysis will be corr̂ uted. 

Initially, the building is assumed to be fully enclosed 

(i.e., no open windows or doors) as seen in Figure 1. 

During this first stage, the internal air pressure of the 

building remains constant. Wind either exerts pressure 

Figure 1. No Breach—Wind Pressures (Stage 1) 



toward the building (by the wind either directly impacting 

the structure), or away from the building (by rushing by it 

inducing vortices). 

The second stage assumes the building's envelope has 

been breached. The breach is assumed to be large enough to 

allow the internal pressure of the building to change 

rapidly enough to cause even stronger pressure differences 

than in the first stage. This can be seen in Figures 2 and 

3. Again, even though the wind direction is given to 

demonstrate why the internal pressure changes, only the 

effects of highest possible pressure differentials from any 

wind direction are considered. 

Figure 2. Windward Breach (Stage 2) 



Figure 3. Side Wall Breach (Stage 2) 
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CHAPTER III 

SURVEY OF INTEGRATED DESIGN ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH 

For hundreds of years, data has been exchanged using 

written language and sketches on paper. Conputers have 

become a new source of these paper products, but have not 

significantly changed the way data is passed between 

engineering boundaries (i.e., architect, builder, and 

evaluator) (Howard, Abdalla, and Phan, 1992). Recently, 

research into ways of permitting different design and 

evaluation tools to work together has developed some 

preliminary requirements of an integrated design 

environment. 

There is strong evidence that a generalized data model 

of the building can make data available to a variety of 

different tools without becoming too coirplex to maintain 

(Howard, Abdalla, and Phan, 1992; Won and Kline, 1989; 

Sause, Martini, and Powell, 1992; Teicholz and Fischer, 

1994) . There are a number of different ideas as to the 

structure of this data model. The data model must contain 

all of the voluminous data needed for design eind evaluation 

purposes, and organize that data for it to be accessible to 

the various design and evaluation tools. 

Won and Kline (1989) highlight what they call "a 

complete, three-dimensional, structural steel framing. 



modeling, and design system" called STAND II. STAND II has 

CADD, structural analysis, and report generation all linked 

around a database management system (DBMS) (Figure 4). The 

engineer defines the column grid and secondary framing, and 

this data is stored in the database. This database is used 

by a structural analysis program to evaluate the frame. 

Inconsistencies between the DBMS and the design process 

were noted which prevented incorporation of engineering 

judgment, concurrent access to the datcdDase, and on-line 

access to design alternatives. 

InlcraclWc f fapMci menu* 
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Figure 4. Stand II Overview 

(From Won and Kline, 1989) 
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Howard, Abdalla, and Phan (1992) developed the 

Primitive-Composite approach for defining primitive data 

concepts which can be assembled into more complex con¥>osite 

abstractions. These primitive data concepts would be 

defined by the form, function, and behavior of each member 

of a design. Different design and evaluation tools would 

build their own complex abstractions from the same group of 

primitive data concepts. This would prevent a design or 

evaluation tool from having to sift through so much 

unnecessary data, but does not address the problems of data 

ownership and currency. 

Teicholz and Fischer (1994) advocate multiple levels 

of cdDStraction. A library of objects that caui be combined 

to form a symbolic project model is at the center of their 

conputer integrated construction (Figure 5). The authors 

Schematic Design 
Design Development 
Detail Design 
Specifications 

LA 

Construction 
Planning 

LA 

Automattd 
Constnicti(Ni A Link 
to Sub GMitnctor's 
CAD/CAM n 

CAD/CAE Framewock 
Produa Model of 3D CAD Objects in OODBMS (Fkoject Data, Genera 
Data). Eng. Data Mg.. Sygtem, LAN/WAN Coomnmicatioo S n gygteoLLAN Sy^rai 

Cost and Schedule 
Estimation System 

Cost, Schedule, 
Material & Quality 
MgL Systems 

I 
Facility Management 
Systems (Opoate & 
Maintain) 

Figure 5. Conputer-Integrated Construction Framework 

(From Teicholz and Fischer, 1994) 
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document the common levels of abstraction that a building 

design progresses through and suggest a library of objects 

be constructed along the way. They suggest linking of 

relational databases for data storage, artificial 

intelligence for standards checking, database management 

(Howard and Rehak, 1989) and decision support, and CADD 

programs, but offer no implemented example. 

Sause, Martini, and Powell (1992) document several 

efforts to integrate design tools and data. They report 

the necessary components of an integrated system are: a 

DBMS, a user interface tool kit, and a design management 

system. The multilevel selection-development (MSD) model 

is offered as a general model that could represent a 

building design in an integrated environment. The MSD 

model is dependent on computer software walking the 

designer through a specific design process which breaks 

down the process into smaller and smaller decisions which 

are easier to record. Again, no iit^lementation example is 

described. 

These examples of integrated environments all had 

common threads. They all made use of a standardized data 

model and a database to store the data and keep it 

accessible. The inportance of CADD packages, analysis 

programs, and report generators all working with the same 

data was recognized. Some made extensive use of object 
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oriented design, while others developed their own data and 

process relationships. There is an ongoing effort to 

develop the necessajry components of an integrated 

environment to diminish the need for human expert 

translation of data between software tools. 
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CHAPTER IV 

BASIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

The necessary corrponents of a wind evaluation of the 

frame and envelope of a building are: structural analysis 

program (SAP), wind load calculator, envelope analysis, 

databases, and a main program. Their definition and 

iitplementation are discussed below. 

Main Program 

The purpose of the main program of the wind evaluation 

prototype, called WIND, is to tie all of the needed 

programs and databases together, and provide a user 

interface. The user interface provides the user control 

over the evaluation, and a means to input data when needed. 

MS Visual Basic 3.0 (Professional Edition) is the 

programming environment chosen to inplement the main 

program. Visual Basic offers high-level abstraction of 

program-to-program communication in the forms of: dynamic 

data exchange (DDE), object linking and embedding (OLE), 

and dynamic link libraries (DLL). It is not my intention 

to design and implement new means of program interaction. 

The goal is to prototype an integrated evaluation package 

that makes efficient use of the currently available data 

sharing and communication. 

14 



Envelope Analvsis 

Since the expert knowledge needed for the envelope 

evaluation resembles "rules of thumb" rather than explicit 

algorithms, it is appropriate to incorporate these rules in 

a knowledge based-expert system (Rasdorf and Wang, 1988; 

Nakai et al., 1992; Hopgood, 1993). The requirements used 

in the selection of an expert systems tool were: backwards 

reasoning ability, and coirpliance with the Microsoft 

Windows operating system. Backward reasoning is defined as 

selecting a possible conclusion, and then searching for 

evidence to support that conclusion. This form of 

reasoning is appropriate for a diagnostic problem with a 

small number of final conclusions that can be drawn 

(Gonzalez and Dankel, 1993) . In a wind evaluation, there 

are only 3 conclusions that can be drawn about a single 

panel: no failure, failure during the first stage, and no 

failure during the first stage but failure during the 

second stage. Since only second stage pressures that are 

greater than or equal to first stage pressures will be 

considered, the conclusion that a panel could survive 

second stage pressures, but not first stage, is ignored. 

The expert system tool used during this research is 

M4VB 3.0, a version of the M4 expert system, distributed by 

Cimflex Teknowledge. M4VB is backward chaining, coirpliant 

with the MS Window's operating system, and allows its 

15 



inference engine to be embedded in a Visual Basic program 

(hence the "VB"). its knowledge base is stored and read as 

a text file. M4VB has its own memory manager, and a 

limited capacity for object orientation, both of which will 

be discussed later. 

Structural Analvsis 

SAP90 5.1 is written by Edward L. Wilson and is a 

structural analysis (SA) tool. SAP90 can accept the 

description of the frame of a building and the load on the 

frame, and return frame reactions and element forces, but 

has the same drawbacks as ESTA. The description and load 

must be input manually, the results interpreted by an 

expert, and SAP90 does not run in the Windows environment. 

SAP90 cannot be integrated into WIND. 

There are many SA programs available, and some run in 

the Windows environment. But, none could be found with the 

ability to share data using any of Windows' communication 

methods addressed in this thesis. The mathematics and 

technology are available. It remains for a standard to be 

set, and for the structural analysis program to conform to 

that standard. The research prototype only contains a 

"place-holder" for a SA tool. It is beyond the scope of 

this research to write an SA tool. 
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Database 

In modeling the members of the envelope and frame of a 

building, an enormous amount of data about the size, 

strength, and location of each member must be stored in a 

manner that makes it readily available during the 

evaluation. The MS Access 2.0 database management system 

(DBMS) was chosen to store and make available the volumes 

of data necessary for the evaluation. MS Access is Windows 

conpliant and widely available. 

The building's structural data has been separated into 

two different databases. Individual member statistics from 

their manufacturers were separated from the building's 

measurements and placement of its members. The source of 

the "design database" containing information on the 

measurement and placement of the frame and envelope members 

will likely be CADD-like tools (Hopgood, 1993). The 

manufacturers of panels and frame members operate 

independently of designers. Manufacturers simply keep 

"material databases" containing the length, width, height, 

strength, etc., of their products. The necessity of the 

separation of the design and material databases can be seen 

by the appearance of a new panel from a manufacturer. The 

designer's copy of the manufacturer's material database now 

needs to be updated. But the design database of a building 

not using that panel should not need to be updated. 

17 



Load Calculator 

The wind load calculator, named LoadCalc, is 

responsible for computing the different averaged and local 

wind loads, under varying conditions. LoadCalc was kept 

separate from the other components so it could be updated 

without affecting the other components. As stated earlier, 

expert systems are not well suited for complex, repetitive 

algorithmic computations. The wind load calculations can 

be handled in a number of different ways. Two ways were 

explored during the prototype development: a separate 

Visual Basic program, and a dynamic link library (DLL). 

18 



CHAPTER V 

AUTOMATED EVALUATION 

As stated earlier, WIND is a Visual Basic program with 

an embedded expert system inference engine, and links to 

other programs. It communicates directly with other 

programs, and obtains data from databases. WIND attempts 

to evaluate a building's wind resistance and reach the same 

conclusion as a hiiman expert. 

Overall Design 

Ideally, the wind evaluation portion of an integrated 

environment would resemble Figure 6, with each tool 

communicating directly with any other needed tool or 

module. During the envelope analysis, the expert system 

must have control. The structural analysis program (SAP) 

must have control over the frame analysis. Since current 

design and evaluation software tools lack the ability to 

efficiently communicate directly with each other, WIND must 

handle this intermediate communication. Therefore the 

actual communication links of WIND can be seen in Figure 7 . 

Even though the expert system is in control of the 

envelope evaluation, the lack of direct access to other 

modules requires the expert system to make requests for 

data and calculations from WIND. The interprogram 

19 
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communication necessary for the requests for data and 

calculations to be sent and answered varies with where the 

answer is stored or obtained. The different methods of 

communication available in the MS Windows environment will 

be discussed as they are applied to specific evaluation 

tasks. 

Expert System Operation 

The expert system is only used during the envelope 

evaluation. Before the evaluation is initiated, and after 

it is coitpleted, the Visual Basic part of WIND has control, 

or focus. Once the envelope evaluation is begun, the 

embedded expert system takes control, and no user input is 

accepted unless specifically requested. The strategy 

developed to evaluate the envelope of a building assumes 

the roof and walls have been divided up into zones or 

panels. Some buildings are clad with individual panels 

which are fastened to the frame. These panels are 

evaluated individually since wind exerts different loads on 

panels in different loading zones. 

Some envelopes are made up of more continuous 

material. Masonry walls and continuous roof membranes are 

not mechanically divided into separate panels. It is 

assumed that a CADD program, conforming to a general model 

of the envelope, has divided these continuous entities into 

22 



logical panels. The effect of differing wind loads on 

these continuous elements can then be localized. 

The expert system loads the knowledge base and begins 

the evaluation. The knowledge base is a collection of 

if/then rules and facts, as well as definitions of object 

classes. Object orientation lends itself to organize 

related data values. In order to evaluate a panel, an 

object, whose class name matches the panel's class recorded 

in the material database, is selected. Data about that 

panel must be retrieved from the databases and placed into 

the attributes of the panel object. The object classes 

used in WIND'S knowledge base are: panel, opening (window 

or door), roofing, and masonry. Opening, roofing, and 

masonry are all subclasses of the panel class (Figure 8). 

P a n e l 

Masonry Opening Roofing 

Door Window 

Figure 8. Class Hierarchy 
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A subclass inherits all of the attributes of its 

superclass. A subclass may contain other attributes 

specific only to that subclass. Objects of different 

classes are evaluated differently by the expert system. 

Not all objects should be evaluated for fastener failure. 

Metal panels use fasteners while masonry does not. The 

class of the envelope member dictates which rules in the 

knowledge base will be used. Class definitions can be 

found at the beginning of the knowledge base in Appendix B. 

As the expert system gathers data for the evaluation, 

some of the data is stored in the expert system's cache. 

This cache has a limited size. When the expert system 

tries to execute a rule containing a variable with an 

unknown value, the expert system first looks inside its 

cache to see if the value has been previously found. If 

so, that value is used and the evaluation continues. If 

not, the expert system searches its knowledge base for a 

rule that might derive the value of the variable. Figure 9 

illustrates this process. 

If the value is not found in the cache, the expert 

system must send a request to the task interface of the 

main program. The task interface searches for a value in 

the databases or requests a calculation. Database searches 

and calculations will be discussed later. If the requested 

value cannot be foiind, the task interface echoes the expert 
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system's request to the user. The user's input is then 

sent back to expert system. Up to this point, 

communication between the expert system and the task 

interface has been accomplished through DDE. 

M4VB uses a memory manager called Optimem whose code 

is not available for alteration. Due to limitations of 

Optimem, the number and size of objects used during the 

evaluation is limited. Since the number of panels and 

fasteners on a building is typically very large, objects 

are reused. Once a panel has been evaluated, the panel's 

object is not destroyed, but is cleared and made ready for 

later use. It is important to note that the class of the 

object must match the corresponding class of envelope 

material. 

It is also possible that individual panels could be 

connected to each other and interact by sharing fasteners. 

For this interaction to be taken into account during the 

evaluation, more than one object may need to be active. 

That is, the evaluation of one panel may need data about a 

neighboring panel. An efficient way to continue the 

evaluation would be to evaluate the neighboring panel next 

since its data has already been stored and organized in the 

expert system. The limited number of objects that can be 

instantiated in M4VB prevented the inplementation of this 

evaluation strategy. 
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During the evaluation, many rules with the same 

conclusion, failure of the cladding, can be used. These 

rules evaluate the cladding in different ways. One 

analyzes the strength of the cladding's material, while 

another will count the number of fasteners and evaluate 

their combined strength. When these rules succeed in 

finding a weakness, the weakness is recorded as one of the 

object's attributes. The attribute will identify why the 

panel failed, and during which stage (1 or 2) . 

Not all of the rules are applicable to every kind of 

panel. Under strict object oriented programming, a class 

would have its own methods which would apply only to 

objects in that class. This ability is not present in 

M4VB. It is mimicked by adding a condition to the 

antecedent of the rules in the knowledge base which 

ascertains the class of the object being evaluated. If the 

rule is appropriate for the class containing the object, it 

is executed. It would not be appropriate to evaluate the 

fasteners of a masonry wall since a masonry wall has no 

fasteners. 

As previously mentioned, once a weakness is found, it 

is recorded as an attribute of the object. The evaluation 

of that panel does not stop there. The panel may have more 

than one weakness. An architect or designer must have 

knowledge about all wealcnesses, not just the first ones 
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encountered. Here is an exairple of a rule from the 

loiowledge base: 

if INSTANCE <- getslot(type) = panel and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(fasttype) = FASTTYPE and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(area) = AREA and 
shear-FASTTYPE = SHEAR and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(fasteners)=FASTENERS and 
INSTANCE <- getslot (negload-l)=NEGLOADl and 
INSTANCE <- getslot (negload-2)=NEGLOAD2 and 
( (NEGLOADl * AREA / FASTENERS >= SHEAR and 
faill(INSTANCE, "fasteners")) or 
(NEGLOADl * AREA / FASTENERS < SHEAR and 
NEGL0AD2 * AREA / FASTENERS >= SHEAR and 
fail2(INSTANCE, "fasteners"))) 

then lookat(INSTANCE) = yes cf 90. 

The first line ascertains the class name of the object. 

Lines 2 through 7 copy the data values of the required 

object attributes into variables. Line 8 compares stage 1 

wind loads to the strength of the panel fasteners. If the 

fasteners cause the panel to fail, line 9 records that 

fact. Lines 10 and 11 compare stage 2 wind loads to the 

strength of the fasteners. If the panel fails during this 

stage, line 12 records the reason. 

Currently, the results of an evaluation consist of the 

information about cladding elements that failed during any 

stage for any reason. The results are output to the main 

text window at the end of the evaluation. In the future 

this information could be used to construct a graphic 

display of which panels failed and why. 

The algorithm for evaluating an envelope object is: 

(1) retrieve the panel's object class from the material 
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database; (2) select an object whose class matches the 

panel's class; (3) retrieve panel attribute data from the 

databases and store the data in the object; (4) determine 

loading zone panel occupies; (5) request wind load 

calculations (if necessary) and store results as panel 

attributes; (6) check next evaluation rule for 

applicability to panel class; (7) if rule is applicable, 

use it, otherwise return to step 6; (8) if rule finds a 

weakness, record reason as an attribute of the panel 

object; (9) if subsequent rules exist, return to step 6, 

otherwise select next panel and return to step 1. 

The expert system needs a large quantity of data from 

more than a single source. Currently the expert system can 

only communicate with the main program, and the main 

program must handle all of the expert system's requests. 

The knowledge base has many rules, not all of which apply 

to every type of cladding. For an efficient envelope 

evaluation, the expert system must be able to identify the 

appropriate rules to be applied to a panel. For a thorough 

envelope evaluation, the expert system must apply all 

appropriate rules to uncover all possible weaknesses in a 

panel. 
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Database Access Variations 

Availability of data in the database will greatly 

affect the amount of time needed to accomplish the 

evaluation, and how the data must be requested. The data 

is organized into databases, tables, records, and fields. 

In a request for a value of a field in a record, the value 

of another field in that record must be given, as well as 

the names of the database and table. 

As previously stated, when a panel is to be evaluated, 

its data is first stored in an object. When the expert 

system makes a request for this data, the task interface of 

WIND is responsible for the database search. Using its own 

database engine, WIND directly accesses the database and 

retrieves a copy of the data value. Figure 10 illustrates 

this process. WIND uses the same database engine as MS 

Access. This database engine is a custom control built 

into Visual Basic. 

It should be noted here that Visual Basic 3.0 is 

directly conpatible with MS Access 1.1 databases, but 

requires some patch files to query MS Access 2.0 databases. 

This is because the upgrade from Access 1.1 to 2.0 occurred 

after Visual Basic 3.0 was released. These patch files are 

contained in MS Office Developer's Kit. This is a very 

common patch and the instructions for it are enclosed in 

the kit. The exact file names are not listed here. 
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Figure 10. Expert System Request For Database Item 
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It must also be taken into account that the design and 

material databases may be managed by a DBMS other than MS 

Access. This would require a sort of universal filter for 

the expert system to have access to that data. Window's 

open database connectivity (ODBC) can accoirplish much of 

this filtering, and will be discussed below. 

When the expert system makes a request for data, the 

user interface must do a very small amount of 

interpretation. It must first determine whether a database 

search or a calculation will produce the requested 

information. Calculations will be discussed later. A 

database search will require the four identifiers. In its 

request, the expert system provides the field and record 

names. Since the tables in the design and material 

databases do not have the same field names (by design) , the 

task interface has no trouble supplying the database and 

table names. 

For the expert system to receive data about a panel 

from a database, the expert system must send a request to 

the main program. The task interface must interpret the 

request, query the database, and must then send the 

retrieved value to the expert system. This method of data 

transfer through the task interface added a considerable 

amount of communication overhead to the evaluation, and a 

means of accessing the database directly from the expert 
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system was sought. M4VB has the capability to make use of 

Microsoft's open database connectivity (ODBC) protocol. 

Use of ODBC would give the expert system direct access to 

the data in the database, and reduce the communication 

through the task interface (Figure 11). 

Limitations of Optimem prevented this option from 

being successfully implemented. When r\inning by itself 

without using objects, M4VB accesses the database through 

its ODBC link flawlessly. But when embedded in a Visual 

Basic program, and making limited use of its object 

oriented abilities, M4VB causes a general protection fault 

(from Optimem) when an ODBC link to a database is 

attempted. A direct link between the expert system and the 

database has advantages and is discussed later. 

Making the data about the building readily available 

to the expert system is one of the main goals of 

integrating design and evaluation tools. Since data 

sharing is the most prominent feature of WIND, the methods 

of data sharing will directly affect WIND'S execution time. 

Direct links to the data through ODBC are possible, but not 

currently practical with M4VB. Transmitting requests and 

responses through the task interface is time consuming, but 

the content and purpose of the necessary links are still 

demonstrated. A sanple of the data in the design and 

material databases can be found in Appendices C and D. 
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LoadCalc Variations 

LoadCalc is the name given to the part of WIND that 

handles the calculation of wind loads during the 

evaluation. It is a collection of functions. As mentioned 

previously, two methods of implementing LoadCalc were 

considered: a separate Visual Basic program, and a DLL. 

Making LoadCalc part of the main program was not 

implemented since the purposes of LoadCalc and the main 

program are distinctly different. 

Using dynamic data exchange, two programs running 

concurrently can share data through specific links between 

data objects. One object must be specified as the link 

source, and the other must be the destination. The action 

of a DDE link is sinple. The data in the destination 

object mirrors the data in the source object. When the 

source data value changes, so does the destination 

(processor load permitting) . If the destination data value 

were to change independent from the link, the source data 

value would not be affected, nor would the destination data 

value mirror the source, until the source changed again and 

the destination was updated again. 

Linking LoadCalc, written as a separate program in 

Visual Basic, with the WIND system through DDE was 

partially inplemented (Figure 12). Textboxes were used as 

source and destination data objects and were invisible to 
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the user. These textboxes were used to transmit requests 

for calculations, the parameters needed for those 

calculations, and the results of the calculations. While 

this strategy was successful, it was also very costly in 

execution time. It was never fully iitplemented, but is 

mentioned to show that there is more than one way for these 

programs to communicate. The Visual Basic code for 

LoadCalc is not listed in the appendix since it was not 

fully iitplemented. 

The implementation of LoadCalc as a DLL is more 

straightforward, and takes advantage of other Windows 

communication abilities which can be faster and consume 

less resources. The program interaction is illustrated 

exactly as in Figure 12. The calculations were written in 

Borland C++ as subroutines, coirpiled as a DLL, and made 

available to external programs, in this case the task 

interface. Visual Basic has the ability to seamlessly 

include subroutines in DLL's. 

These subroutines must be declared in the main 

program, explicitly defining which file contains the 

subroutines. The return value is one of the parameters, 

and must be passed by reference from the DLL. The task 

interface never has to give up focus, and time taken up by 

the calculations is greatly reduced. The goal of 

separating the calculations from the task interface is 
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acconplished in a more efficient manner. A direct link 

between the expert system and LoadCalc would save even more 

time. 

Integrating LoadCalc into WIND presented many of the 

same challenges as integrating the data access function. 

Direct links between the expert system and LoadCalc were 

desirable, but not possible. As a separate Visual Basic 

program, LoadCalc added even more communication overhead to 

the evaluation using DDE to pass requests, parameters and 

results. As a DLL, LoadCalc performed equally well in a 

much shorter time. The LoadCalc DLL C++ code is listed in 

Appendix E. 

User Access To Knowledge Base And Database 

In an integrated Windows environment, it should be 

possible for the user to have direct access to the design 

and material databases, as well as the knowledge base. 

This allows the user to make changes to these entities 

without exiting WIND (Figure 13). For exairple, after an 

evaluation is cortpleted and the failed panels have been 

listed, a user could enter the design database and replace 

the failed panels with stronger ones. Currently MS Access 

is used to manage the design and material databases. In 

the future, a Window's conpliant CADD package could be 

linked to WIND and be responsible for recording changes. 
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The mechanism used to give the user this flexibility 

is object linking and embedding. OLE allows any Windows 

program to run inside another program. When the "inside" 

program ends, focus is returned to the original program. 

In WIND, OLE links can be established to MS Access for 

direct access to both databases, and to MS Notepad for 

direct access to the knowledge base. When the databases 

and knowledge base are selected during an evaluation, a 

window very similar to the standard Windows file browser 

window pops up (Figure 14). The user is given the option 

of telling WIND which file to use during the evaluations. 

Select Design Database Tile 

I^irecloriM: 

c:\<wwfai4 Htt 

rlnsinn mdb 
exposure, adb 
•ateriaLifc 
odbcd*gn.«db 

List Fies of Tfpe: 

Access Fies (".adb) 

f3 wndm4axs 

Drives: 

Be 

oosign jws) 

Figure 14. OLE Link With Icon 
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or of editing a file. It should be noted that the user 

must have Access and Notepad installed since their code is 

not included in WIND. 

Choosing to edit a file initiates the OLE link to the 

appropriate program and its icon appears. Clicking on the 

icon executes the program and the selected file is 

automatically loaded (Figure 15). Once editing is 

coirplete. Notepad or Access is exited and the user is 

returned to WIND'S program browser window. The OLE link 

still exists and the icon is still displayed. The OLE link 

dissolves with the window. 

Figure 15. OLE Link To MS Access 

With WIND In The Background 
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There are other ways to give the user access to the 

databases and knowledge base. Visual Basic is capable of 

affecting both directly using its own database engine and 

file manipulation. The user interface would then have to 

provide the user separate windows designed to walk the user 

through such editing sessions. These windows would have to 

be custom made and would be coirpletely foreign to the user. 

Using OLE, the user is presented with familiar arenas for 

editing which contain the full power of MS Access and 

Notepad because they are actually being executed. It is 

unlikely any custom made windows would be supplied with all 

of these two programs' options and abilities. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SAMPLE EVALUATION 

In order to gauge the usefulness and accuracy of WIND, 

an imaginary structure was evaluated. The design for the 

envelope of this structure was found in Mehta et al. 

(1991). No specifics about materials or fasteners were 

given; only the dimensions of the building, and the size 

and placement of its external panels. Even though no doors 

or windows were included in the sair̂ le building, rules for 

their evaluation are present in the knowledge base from 

previous experiments. The internal frame of the structure 

was not evaluated since the SAP is not yet inplemented. 

(WIND'S SAP is currently just a stub because no Window's 

compliant SAP was available.) The necessary panel data was 

entered manually into the databases for 900 panels. This 

accounts for one wall and one fourth of the roof of the 

building. This was sufficient to show the speed of the 

system and evaluate all of the structure' s loading zones. 

The user interface's main screen is shown in Figure 

16. There are buttons to select the appropriate databases 

and knowledge base, and to start either of the evaluations. 

The large window is used to display text to the user, and 

the smaller textbox below it is for the user to type 

answers to queries. 
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Figure 16. User Interface—Main Screen 

Once the main program is started, all of the files to 

be referenced are selected, and the envelope evaluation is 

begun. The expert system loads the knowledge base and 

initializes its cache and objects. It then gathers data 

which only the user can provide: location, population and 

purpose of the building, and the wind speed to be tested. 

It then determines the size of the different loading zones 

from the overall dimensions of the building and reads the 

number of panels to be evaluated. 
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Loading zones are areas on the outer surface of the 

building where the general wind load has been averaged. 

The load is considered consistent throughout the zone. 

Different zones have different loads. The load on a panel 

depends on what zone it is in. Designers are aware of 

zones with higher wind loads and strengthen panels in those 

zones accordingly. Panels that straddle two different 

zones are evaluated at the higher load. This adds a factor 

of safety to straddling panels, but may distort the results 

raising the cost of construction. It may be more accurate 

to average the different loads, weighting the average 

according to the percentage of the panel area in each zone. 

This building cuid its numbered loading zones are 

illustrated in Figure 17. 

Figure 17. Structure's Loading Zones 

(From Mehta, Marshall, and Perry, 1991) 
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The appropriate object is determined from the data in 

the design database and is then filled with the necessary 

data of the first panel. The zone the panel occupies is 

determined, and so is the wind load applied to all of the 

panels in that zone, if the wind load has not been 

previously calculated. Subsequent panels in the same zone 

experience the same wind load. The wind load does not have 

to be calculated more than once for a zone since that value 

is stored in expert system's cache. 

Once the wind load calculations are complete for a 

panel, rules that test for failure are applied one at a 

time. First, the rule checks to see if it is appropriate 

for the class of panel. As previously mentioned, masonry 

should not be evaluated for fastener failure. If the rule 

is appropriate, the rest of the rule's antecedents are 

executed checking for panel weaknesses. If one is found, 

the last antecedent of such rules causes the reason for the 

failure to be recorded as an attribute of the panel object. 

In a preceding exaitple, a rule totals up the amount of 

force a panel's fasteners can withstand. The wind load in 

the zone the panel occupies is greater than the fastener's 

sustainable strength and the panel fails. An attribute of 

the panel object is named Failedl. This attribute starts 

out empty signifying no failure during stage 1. The 

failure of a panel's fasteners will cause the Failedl 
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attribute to read "fasteners," since the fasteners are the 

reason the panel failed. 

There is a gauge to the left of the main textbox that 

monitors the progress of the evaluation. For exairple, when 

half of the panels have been evaluated, the gauge will be 

filled half way to the top. As a panel fails, the entire 

contents of the panel's object is displayed in the main 

textbox. The textbox cannot be scrolled until the entire 

evaluation has completed. These can be seen in figure 16. 

The analysis of all 900 panels took approximately 60 

minutes. Obviously this time will vary with the number of 

panels to be evaluated and the number of rules in the 

knowledge base. It would take days of nonstop work for a 

human expert to decide which rules should be applied to 

each panel and to work out the calculations. The results 

of WIND'S calculations were checked with the sample 

calculations given in Mehta et al. (1991), the source of 

the structure. It is possible to save the valuable time of 

an expert, and eliminate errors that creep into any humein 

endeavor. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

To integrate design and evaluation tools to allow them 

to work together, the tools must work with a standard model 

of data. While this model does not yet exist, the first 

step in creating this model is identifying the required 

data. The evaluation of a building with respect to wind 

requires certain data about the building's frame and 

envelope. Automating the wind evaluation facilitates the 

identification of the required data. It also allows 

different methods of program communication to be tested. 

Microsoft Windows offers a number of different program 

communication methods. Dynamic link libraries are useful 

for making the wind load calculations available to the 

envelope and frame evaluation. Dynamic data exchange is 

not as useful supporting the wind load calculations, but is 

indispensable in connecting an embedded expert system with 

other programs and data. Object linking and embedding 

expands the integrated environment by giving the user 

access to more than one needed program at a time. The 

strengths of these programs are combined by their 

interaction. Much of the data passed between design and 

evaluation tools is managed by a database management 

system. DBMS's are able to contend with the increasingly 
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large amoimts of required data and make the data very 

accessible. in Windows, a standard has been set through 

open database connectivity whereby data managed by a 

variety of DBMS's can be accessed easily. 

The required data for a wind evaluation of a 

building's envelope has been identified, and is listed in 

Table 1. Modeling the envelope as a collection of panels 

and fasteners sets the stage for the evaluation. Local 

wind pressures are isolated, and their effects are 

pinpointed. The data requirements of the wind load 

calculations in LoadCalc also define necessary data. 

Establishing a partial data model for use in the envelope 

analysis adds to the requirements of an overall data model 

which can be shared by a spectorum of design and evaluation 

tools. 

Table 1. Envelope Evaluation Data 

Entity 

Building 

Panel 

Fastener 

Design Database 

length, width, eave 
he ight, roo f top 
height, number of 
panels 

number of fasteners, 
fastener name, 
placement height, 
placement distance to 
edge of building, 
panel name, roof/wall 
panel 

none 

Material Database 

none 

object class, strength, 
length, width, panel 
name 

fastener name, strength 
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By creating an integrated design environment, the 

responsibility of interpreting and translating data from 

various engineering software tools can be lifted off of the 

shoulders of the human expert. Less time is spent 

wrestling with incompatible programs. This time is better 

spent creating solutions to design challenges. Instead of 

entering panel data from a CADD package into ESTA for 

hundreds or thousands of individual panels, the human 

expert is free to make any improvements evaluation tools 

suggest and complete the design in a shorter time. 

As an evaluation tool, the envelope analysis helped 

define the necessary data, but lacked efficient means of 

communicating with other modules. The M4 expert system is 

largely to blame for this. To achieve any communication 

with other modules, M4VB had to be embedded in a Visual 

Basic program. The large amount of communication overhead 

this created detracted from the integrated environment. 

While a knowledge-based expert system is still necessary to 

acconplish the envelope analysis, direct links to the 

databases and LoadCalc would be more efficient. 

The other area needing further development is the 

format of the final results. Currently, text is output to 

the screen for user interpretation. If the data contained 

in this text could be displayed graphically, much less user 

interpretation would be necessary. All of the necessary 
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data is contained in the textual results. All that is left 

IS for a graphics engine to make use of it. 
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APPENDIX A 

VISUAL BASIC CODE 

WINDPROP.FRM 
C:\WIN\SYSTEM\M4CTRL.VBX 
C:\WIN\SySTEM\MS0LE2.VBX 
C:\M4VB\SRC\M4.BAS 
C:\WIN\SYSTEM\THREED.VBX 
C:\VB\CONSTANT.TXT 
C:\WIN\SYSTEM\GAUGE.VBX 
GETDSGN.FRM 
GETKB.FRM 
GETMTRLS.FRM 
ProjWinSize=85,390,248,266 
ProjWinShow=2 
I conForin=" Forml" 
Ti 11 e= '• CALLDLL " 
ExeName= "WIND. EXE " 

Declare Function M4_init Lib "M4CTRL.VBX" Alias ••_M4_init" {) As Integer 

Declare Sub M4_Exit Lib "M4CTRL.VBX" Alias "_M4_exit" () 

Declare Function IO_get_Stuffer Lib "M4CTRL.VBX" (ByVal expr As String, ByVal 
Flag As Integer) As Long 

Declare Sub PosLoadl Lib "C:\teal\dlls\LOADCALC.DLL" (ByVal VelocityPressure 
As Single, ByVal Zone As Integer, Temp As Single) 

Declare Sub PosLoad2 Lib "C:\teal\dlls\LOADCALC.DLL" (ByVal VelocityPressure 
As Single, ByVal Zone As Integer, Temp As Single) 

Declare Sub NegLoadl Lib "C:\teal\dlls\LOADCALC.DLL" (ByVal VelocityPressure 
As Single, ByVal Zone As Integer, Temp As Single) 

Declare Sub NegLoad2 Lib "C:\teal\dlls\LOADCALC.DLL" (ByVal VelocityPressure 
As Single, ByVal Zone As Integer, Temp As Single) 

Declare Sub Velpres Lib "C:\teal\dlls\LOADCALC.DLL" (ByVal Importance As 
Integer, ByVal WindSpeed As Integer, ByVal HurricDist As Integer, ByVal 
Exposure As Single, VelocityPressure As Single) 

Declare S\ib Zonesize Lib "C:\teal\dlls\LOADCALC.DLL" (ByVal SH As Single, 
ByVal SW As Single, ByVal SL As Single, Size As Single) 

Dim 1$ 

Sub About_Click () 
title$ = "About Wind" 
msg$ = "Wind 2.0. Date" 
index% = 0 + 4 8 + 0 
If MsgBox(msg$, index%, title$) = 1 Then 
End If 

End Sub 

Sub Commandl_Click () 
'Disable main buttons 
Commandl.Enabled = False 
Command2.Enabled = False 
Commands.Enabled = False 
Comanand4 .Enabled = False 
getdesign.Show MODAL 
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End Sub 

Sub Command2_Click () 
'Disable main buttons 
Commandl.Enabled = False 
Command2.Enabled = False 
Commands.Enabled = False 
Command4.Enabled = False 
getmaterials.Show MODAL 

End Sub 

Sub Command3_Click () 
'Disable main buttons 
Commandl.Enabled = False 
Command2.Enabled = False 
Commands.Enabled = False 
Command4 . Eneibled = False 
getkb.Show MODAL 

End Sub 

Sub Command4_Click () 
'evaluate.Show MODAL 
Commandl.Enabled = False 
Command2 .Eneibled = False 
Commands.Enabled = False 
Command4.Enabled = False 
MousePointer = 11 
Gaugel.Value = 0 
M4CTRL.API_exec = "load " + Chr$(S4) + TextS.Text + Chr$(34) 
M4CTRL.API_exec = "go" 
Commandl.Enabled = True 
CommcUid2 . Enabled = True 
Commands.Enabled = True 
Command4-Enabled = True 
MousePointer = 0 

End Sub 

Sub Command5_Click () 
1$ = Text?.Text 
Text?.Text = "" 

End Sub 

Sub Dbase (F$, T$, FLD$, C$, R$) 
Datal.DatabaseName = F$ 
Datal.RecordSource = T$ 
Datal.Refresh 
Datal.Recordset.FindFirSt C$ 
If Not Datal.Recordset.NoMatch Then 

R$ = Datal.Recordset.Fields(FLD$).Value 
End If 

End Sub 

Sub Exit_ciick 0 
title$ = "Exit?" 
msg$ = "Do you really want to exit?" 
index% = 256 + S2 + 4 
If MsgBox(msg$, index%, title$) = 6 Then 

Unload forml 
End If 

End Sub 

Sub Form_Load () 
'Center Panel 
forml-PanelSDl.Left = (screen.Width - forml.PanelSDl.Width) / 

'Start up M4 
If (M4_init() = 0) Then 
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MsgBox "M4 system not initialized!", 0, "Error" 
End If 
1$ = -" 

End Sub 

Sub Form_Unload (Cancel As Integer) 
'Close down M4 
1$ = "abort" 
M4CTRL.API_exec = "abort" 
M4_Exit 

'Shut down WIND 
Unload getdesign 
Unload getkb 
Unload getmaterials 

End Sub 

Sub M4CTRL_call (chnl As Integer, cmd As Integer, pi As Integer, p2 As Long) 

'M4 can send a message to clear the main textbox. 
If cmd = IO_CLEAR_WINDOW And chnl = 0_CONSULT Then 

Text4.Text = "" 
End If 

End S\ib 

Sub M4CTRL_get (chnl As Integer) 

'Wait for a message to be sent to M4. 
Do Until 1$ <> "" 

'While waiting, "Process" button can be pushed by <Enter>. 
Commands.Default = True 

'This allows other events to happen while waiting, 
dummy = DoEvents() 

Loop 

'lOgetStuffer send the message in 1$ to M4. 
dummy = IO_get_Stuffer(1$ + Chr$(0), 1) 

'1$ is reset to null to be trapped in above loop again. 
1$ = "" 

End Sub 

Sub M4CTRL_put (chnl As Integer, pText As String) 
Static T$, Answer$ 
Static VelocityPressure As Single 
Static Temp As Single 
Static Exposure As Single 
Static SH As Single 
Static SW As Single 
Static SL As Single 
Static Size As Single 
Static Panels, HurricDist, Importance, BuildHeight, WindSpeed, Zone, Tmp 

As Integer 
Dim Flag 
Flag = False 
Answer$ = "true" 
'Check for line breaks 
'Insert line returns (chr$(lS)) next to line breaks (chr$(10)). 
X = InStrd, pText, Chr$(10)) 
Do Until X = 0 

pText = Lefts(pText, X - 1) + Chr$(lS) + Right$(pText, (Len(pText) -
X) + 1) 

X = X + 2 
X = InStr(X, pText, Chr$(10)) 

Loop 
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T$ = T$ + pText 

'Check for end of line. 
If Rights(T$, 1) = Chr$(10) Then 

'Handle requests for data from M4. 

If InStrd, T$, "What is the value of", 1) <> 0 Then 

File$ = Text1.Text 

'Check for colon. 
Y = InStrd, T$, Chr$(58)) 
'Isolate data requested. 
Requests = Right$(T$, Len(T$) - Y - 2) 

'Check for ?. 
Z = InStrd, Requests, Chr$(6S)) 

'Isolate data requested. 
Requests = LeftS(Requests, Z - 1) 

• Check for dashes. 
Dl = InStrd, Requests, Chr$(45)) 
If Dl <> 0 Then 

D2 = InStr(Dl + 1, Requests, ChrS(45)) 
If D2 <> 0 Then 

Tables = Lefts(Requests, Dl - 1) 
Records = MidS(Requests, Dl + 1, D2 - Dl - 1) 
Fields = Rights(Requests, Len(RequestS) - D2) 
SearchS = "name = " 
'TABLE-RECORD-FIELD 
'2 dashes -> relate specific panels to fasteners 
Select Case TcQsleS 

Case "fastener" 'specific fastener in panel 
Tables = "PANELS" 
Fields = "f" + Fields 
Flag = True 

Case "panel" 'specific panel of fastener 
Tables = "FASTENERS" 
Fields = "p" + Fields 
Flag = True 

End Select 
Else '1 dash -> attributes of each panel and fastener and 

building 
Fields = Lefts(Requests, Dl - 1) 
Records = Rights(Requests, Len(Requests) - Dl) 
SearchS = "name = " 
'FIELD-RECORD 
'Check which table cuid confirm SearchS 
Select Case FieldS 

Case "height", "edge", "panelname", "fasteners", 
"fasttype", "location" 

Tables = "PANELS" 'Records = "P?" 
Flag = True 
'Update vertical gauge. 
Gaugel.Value = Val(Rights(Records, Len(Records) -

D) 
Case "panels", "fasttype" 'Records = "fast naune" 

Tables = "FASTENERS" 
Flag = True 

Case "strength", "impact", "paneltype" 
Tables = "PANELMAT" 'Records = "panelname" 
SearchS = "panelname = " 
Flag = True 

Case "shear" 'Records = "fast type" 
Tables = "FASTMAT" 
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SearchS = "fasttype = " 
Flag = True 

Case "imp" 'Records = "1,2,3,4" 
Importance = Val(Records) 

Case "hd" 'Records = "distance" 
HurricDist = Val(RecordS) 

Case "ex" 'Records = "a,b,c,d" 
'Rounds Structure Height to nearest 5 or 10 
If SH < 30 Then 

If SH Mod 5 <> 0 Then 
SH = ((SH \ 5) +1) * 5 

End If 
End If 
If SH > 30 Then 

If SH Mod 10 <> 0 Then 
SH = ((SH \ 10) +1) * 10 

End If 
End If 
CriteriaS = "height = " + StrS(SH) 
Call Dbase("c:\wndm4axs\exposure.mdb", "MAIN", 

Records, CriteriaS, Results) 
Exposure = Val(Results) 

Case "wv" 'Records = "wind speed' 
WindSpeed = Val(RecordS) 

Case "area" 'Records = "panel type" 
Tables = "PANELMAT" 
CriteriaS = "panelname = 
Call Dbase(Files, TableS, 

' + Records + "'" 
•width", CriteriaS, 

Results) 

Results) 

'1,2,3,4,5' 

PW = Val(Results) 
Call Dbase(Files, TableS, 

PL = Val(Results) 
Tmp = PW * PL 
Answers = StrS(Tmp) 

Case "posloadl" 

'length", CriteriaS, 

'Records = 

Zone = Val(Records) 
'VelocityPressure only needs to be calc once. 
If VelocityPressure = 0 Then 

Call Velpres(Importance, WindSpeed, 
HurricDist, Exposure, VelocityPressure) 

End If 
Call PosLoadl(VelocityPressure, Zone, Temp) 
Answers = StrS(Temp) 

Case "posload2" 
Zone = Val(Records) 
'Just in case Load2 is ever asked for first. 
If VelocityPressure = 0 Then 

Call Velpres(Importance, WindSpeed, 
HurricDist, Exposure, VelocityPressure) 

End If 
Call PosLoad2(VelocityPressure, Zone, Temp) 
Answers = Str$(Temp) 

Case "negloadl" 'Records = 
-1,2,3,4,5" 

Zone = Val(Records) 
'VelocityPressure only needs to be calc once. 
If VelocityPressure = 0 Then 

Call Velpres (Importcince, WindSpeed, 
HurricDist, Exposure, VelocityPressure) 

End If 
Call NegLoadl(VelocityPressure, Zone, Temp) 
Answers = StrS(Temp) 

Case "negload2" 
Zone = Val(Records) 
'Just in case Load2 is ever asked for first. 
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If VelocityPressure = 0 Then 
„ . . Call Velpres(Importance, WindSpeed, 
HurricDist, Exposure, VelocityPressure) 

End If 
Call NegLoad2(VelocityPressure, Zone, Temp) 
Answers = Str$(Temp) 

End Select 
End If 

Else '0 dashes 
Fields = Requests 
Files = Textl.Text 
Tables = "STRUCTURE" 
CriteriaS = "ID = 1" 
• FIELD 
Select Case FieldS 

Case "zonesize" 
Call Dbase(FileS, TableS, "eave", CriteriaS, Results) 
SH = Val(Results) 
Call Dbase(Files, TableS, "width", CriteriaS, Results) 

Results) 

SW = Val(Results) 
Call Dbase(Files, TableS, "length", CriteriaS, 

SL = Val(Results) 
Call Zonesize(SH, SW, SL, Size) 
Answers = StrS(Size) 

Case "panels" 
Call Dbase(Files, TableS, FieldS, CriteriaS, Results) 
Answers = Results 
• Set gauge top value. 
Gaugel.Max = Val(Results) 

End Select 
End If 

'Is database search necessary? Then do it. 
If Flag = True Then 

Records = "'" + Records + "'" 'string must have 's 
CriteriaS = SearchS + Records 
Call Dbase(Files, TableS, FieldS, CriteriaS, Results) 
Answers = Results 

End If 

'Has an answer been found? Then transmit it. 
If Answers <> "" Then 

IS = Answers 
Answers = "" 

End If 
End If 

'Do not print "any lowercase . . . " 
If InStrd, TS, "any", 1) <> 0 Then 

m ^ _ 11 II 

End If 

'Either no answer was found or not requested. 
If TS <> "" Then 

'Print M4 messages on screen. 
TS = Lefts (TS, Len(TS) - 1) + ChrSdS) + ChrS(lO) 
Text4.Text = Text4.Text + T$ 

End If 
End If 

End Sub 

'Declarations for GetDesign.FRM 
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Const TEXTFLAG = 0 
Const FILEFLAG = 1 
Const DIRFLAG = 2 

Dim SelectFlag As Integer 

Sub Commandl_Click () 
'OK button; some errors can happen 
On Error GoTo ErrorTrap 

'Was the last change to the filename in Textl? 
If SelectFlag = TEXTFLAG Then 

Filel.FileName = Textl.Text 

'We're done if FullPath was set 
If Fullpath <> "" Then 

On Error GoTo 0 

'Put filename in textbox 
forml.Textl.Text = Fullpath.Text 

ExitForm 
End If 

'Update directory list 
Dirl.Path = Filel.Path 

'Was user only selecting a new directory? 
Elself SelectFlag = DIRFLAG Then 

Dirl.Path = Dirl.List(Dirl.Listindex) 
Dirl_Change 

'Set FullPath to selected file 
Else 

If Rights(Dirl.Path, D = "\" Then 
Fullpath.Text = Dirl.Path + Textl.Text 

Else 
Fullpath.Text = Dirl.Path + "\" + Textl.Text 

End If 

'Put filename in textbox 
forml.Textl.Text = Fullpath.Text 

'All done 
ExitForm 

End If 

Exit Sub 

ErrorTrap: 
Beep 
Resiime Nex t 

End Sub 

Sub C ommand2 _C1i ck () 
'Cancel button; indicate by erasing FullPath 
Fullpath = "" 

'All done 
ExitForm 

End Sub 

Sub CommandS_Click () 
'olel.Class = "c:\msoffice\access\msaccess.exe" 
olel.SourceDoc = "c:\wndm4axs\" + Textl.Text 
olel.Action = OLE_CREATE_LINK 

End Sub 
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Sub Dirl_Change () 
•User selected new subdirectory 
FillLabell 

'Update filename 
Filel.FileName = Dirl.Path + -\" + Filel.Pattern 
Filel.Pattern = GetFileTypeS() 

'Update drive list 
Drivel.Drive = Dirl.Path 

'Update name of file 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 

'Set last change to directory 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 

End Sub 

Sub Dirl_Click () 
'User clicked on new subdirectory 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 

End Sub 

Sub Drivel_Change () 
'User changed drive; update directory 
Dirl.Path = Drivel.Drive 

'Display current pattern 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 

'Set last change to directory 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 

End Sub 

Sub ExitForm () 
'Reactivate main buttons 
forml.Commandl.Enabled = True 
forml.Command2.Enabled = True 
forml.Commands.Enabled = True 

'Check if "Evaluate" button should be enabled 
If forml.Textl.Text <> "" And forml.Text2 .Text <> "" And forml .Texts .Text 

<> "" Then 
forml.Command4.Enabled = True 

End If 

'Don't unload, simply hide 
Unload GetDesign 

End Sub 

Sub Filel_Click () 
'User clicked on new filename 
Textl.Text = Filel.FileName 
Commands.Enabled = True 
'Set l a s t change to filenaone 
SelectFlag = FILEFLAG 

End Sub 

Sub Filel_DblClick () 
'User double-cl icked on a filencune 
Commandl_Click 

End Sub 

Sub FileTypes_Click () 
'User selected new pattern from combo box 
Filel.Pattern = GetFileTypeS0 
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Display pattern until a file is selected 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 

End Sub 

Sub FillLabell () 
'Display directory part of path 
Label1.Caption = Dirl.Path 

'If directory string is too long, squish it down 
If Labell.Width > 2200 Then 

'Extract drive part 
aS = Lefts(Dirl.Path, 3) 
bS = MidS(Dirl.Path, 4) 

•Extract last subdirectory part 
Do While InStr(b$, "\") 

bS = MidS(bS, InStr(bS, "\") + 1) 
Loop 

'Squish out middle part 
Labell.Caption = aS + "...\" + bS 

End If 
End Sub 

Sub Form_Activate () 
•Don't select any filename at first 
Filel.LiStIndex = -1 

'If no pattern list, default to *.* and *.mdb 
If FileTypes.ListCount = 0 Then 

FileTypes.Addltem "All Files (*.*)" 
FileTypes.Addltem "Access Files (*.mdb)" 

End If 

'Default to second pattern in list 
FileTypes.Listlndex = 1 

'If no previous path, use my path 
If Fullpath.Text = "" Then 

Fullpath.Text = "c:\wndm4axs" 
End If 

'Update lists and labels 
Filel.Pattern = GetFileTypeS() 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 
Dirl.Path = Fullpath.Text 
FillLabell 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 
Fullpath = "" 

End Svib 

Sub Form_KeyUp (KeyCode As Integer, Shift As Integer) 
'Watch only for Alt plus N, D, T or V key 
If Shift = 4 Then 

Select Case KeyCode 

'Alt+N 
Case 78 

Textl.SetFocus 

•Alt+D 
Case 68 

Dirl.SetFocus 

'Alt+T 
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Case 84 
FileTypes.SetFocus 

'Alt+V 
Case 86 

Drivel.SetFocus 

End Select 
End If 

End Sub 

Sub Form_Load () 
'Center form on screen 
GetDesign.Left = (Screen.Width - GetDesign.Width) / 2 
'GetDesign.Top = Forml.PanelSDl.Top + Forml.PanelSDl.Height 

End Sub 

Sub Form_Unload (Cancel As Integer) 
'Reactivate main buttons 
forml.Commandl.Enabled = True 
forml.Command2.Enabled = True 
forml.Commands.Enabled = True 

End Sub 

Function GetFileTypeS () 
•Get pattern description from combo box 
TmpS = FileTypes.Text 

'Find position of parentheses 
pi = InStr(Tmp$, "(") + 1 
p2 = InStr(TmpS, ")") 

'Return part between parentheses 
If pi > 0 And p2 > pi Then 

GetFileTypeS = LCaseS (MidS (TmpS, pl, p2 - pD) 
Else 

GetFileTypeS = "*.*" 
End If 

End Function 

Sub Textl_Chcuige () 
'Set last change to File Name field 
SelectFlag = TEXTFLAG 

End Sub 

'Declarations for GetKB.FRM 

Const TEXTFLAG = 0 
Const FILEFLAG = 1 
Const DIRFLAG = 2 

Dim SelectFlag As Integer 

Sub Commandl_Click () 
'OK button; some errors can happen 
On Error GoTo ErrorTrap 

'Was the last change to the filename in Textl? 
If SelectFlag = TEXTFLAG Then 

Filel.FileName = Textl.Text 

'We're done if FullPath was set 
If fullpath <> -" Then 

On Error GoTo 0 

'Put filename in textbox 
forml.Texts.Text = fullpath.Text 
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ExitForm 
End If 

'Update directory list 
Dirl.Path = Filel.Path 

'Was user only selecting a new directory? 
Elself SelectFlag = DIRFLAG Then 

Dirl.Path = Dirl.List(Dirl.Listlndex) 
Dirl_Change 

'Set FullPath to selected file 
Else 

If Rights(Dirl.Path, 1) = "\" Then 
fullpath.Text = Dirl.Path + Textl.Text 

Else 
fullpath.Text = Dirl.Path + "\" + Textl.Text 

End If 

'Put filename in textbox 
forml.Texts.Text = fullpath.Text 

'All done 
ExitForm 

End If 

Exit Sub 

ErrorTrap: 
Beep 
Resume Next 

End Sub 

Sub Command2_Click () 
'Cancel button; indicate by erasing FullPath 
fullpath = "" 

'All done 
ExitForm 

End Sub 

Sub Command3_Click () 
'olel.Class = "c:\win\notepad.exe" 
olel.SourceDoc = "c:\wndm4axs\" + Textl.Text 
olel.Action = OLE_CREATE_LINK 

End Sub 

Siib Dir l_Change () 
•User selected new subdirectory 
FillLabell 

•Update filename 
Filel.FileName = Dirl.Path + "\" + Filel.Pattern 
Filel.Pattern = GetFileTypeS() 

'Update drive list 
Drivel.Drive = Dirl.Path 

'Update name of file 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 

'Set last change to directory 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 

End Sub 

Sub Dirl_Click () 
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'User clicked on new subdirectory 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 

End S\ib 

Sub Drivel_Change () 
'User changed drive; update directory 
Dirl.Path = Drivel.Drive 

'Display current pattern 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 

'Set last chamge to directory 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 

End Sub 

Sxib ExitForm () 
'Reactivate main buttons 
forml. Conunandl. Enabled = True 
forml. Commcuid2 . Enabled = True 
forml.Commands.Enabled = True 

•Check if "Evaluate" button should be enabled 
If forml.Textl.Text <> "" And forml.Text2 .Text <> "" And forml .Text3 .Text 

<> "" Then 
forml.Command4.Enabled = True 

End If 

'Don't unload, simply hide 
Unload GetKB 

End Sub 

Sub Filel_Click () 
'User clicked on new filenaime 
Textl.Text = Filel.FileName 
Commands.Enabled = True 
• Set last change to filename 
SelectFlag = FILEFLAG 

End Sub 

Sub Filel_DblClick () 
'User double-clicked on a filename 
Commandl_Cl i ck 

End Sub 

Sub FileTypes_Click () 
'User selected new pattern from combo box 
Filel.Pattern = GetFileTypeS() 

'Display pattern vintil a file is selected 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 

End Sub 

Sub FillLabell () 
'Display directory part of path 
Labell.Caption = Dirl.Path 

'If directory string is too long, squish it down 
If Labell.Width > 2200 Then 

'Extract drive part 
aS = Lefts(Dirl.Path, S) 
bS = MidS(Dirl.Path, 4) 

'Extract last subdirectory part 
Do While InStr(bS, "\") 

bS = Mid$(bS, InStr(b$, "\") + 1) 
Loop 
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'Squish out middle part 
Labell.Caption = aS + "...\" + bS 

End If 
End Sub 

Sub Form_Activate () 
'Don't select any filename at first 
Filel.LiStIndex = -1 

'If no pattern list, default to *.* and *.kb 
If FileTypes.ListCount = 0 Then 

FileTypes.Addltem "All Files (*.*)" 
FileTypes.Addltem "KB Files (*.txt)" 

End If 

'Default to second pattern in list 
FileTypes.Listlndex = 1 

'If no previous path, use my path 
If fullpath.Text = "" Then 

fullpath.Text = "c:\wndm4axs" 
End If 

'Update lists and labels 
Filel.Pattern = GetFileTypeS() 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 
Dirl.Path = fullpath.Text 
FillLabell 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 
fullpath = "" 

End Sub 

Sub Form_KeyUp (KeyCode As Integer, Shift As Integer) 
'Watch only for Alt plus N, D, T or V key 
If Shift = 4 Then 

Select Case KeyCode 

'Alt+N 
Case 78 

Textl.SetFocus 

'Alt+D 
Case 68 

Dirl.SetFocus 

'Alt+T 
Case 84 

FileTypes.SetFocus 

'Alt+V 
Case 86 

Drivel.SetFocus 

End Select 
End If 

End Sub 

Sub Form_Load () 
'Center form on screen 
GetKB.Left = (Screen.Width - GetKB.Width) / 2 
•GetKB.Top = forml.PanelSDl.Top + forml.PanelSDl.Height + 400 

End Sub 

Sub Form_Unload (Cancel As Integer) 
'Reactivate main buttons 
forml.Commandl.Enabled = True 
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forml. ComDDaand2 . Enabled = True 
forml.Commands.Enabled = True 

End Sub 

Function GetFileTypeS 0 
'Get pattern description from combo box 
TmpS = FileTypes.Text 

'Find position of parentheses 
pl = InStr(TmpS, "(") + 1 
p2 = InStr(Tmp$, ")••) 

'Return part between parentheses 
If pl > 0 And p2 > pl Then 

GetFileTypeS = LCaseS(MidS(TmpS, pl, p2 - pl)) 
Else 

GetFileTypeS = "*.*" 
End If 

End Function 

Sub Textl_Change () 
•Set last change to File Name field 
SelectFlag = TEXTFLAG 

End Sub 

•Declarations for GetMaterials.FRM 

Const TEXTFLAG = 0 
Const FILEFLAG = 1 
Const DIRFLAG = 2 

Dim SelectFlag As Integer 

Sub Commandl_Click () 
'OK button; some errors can happen 
On Error GoTo ErrorTrap 

'Was the last change to the filename in Textl? 
If SelectFlag = TEXTFLAG Then 

Filel.FileName = Textl.Text 

'We're done if FullPath was set 
If Fullpath <> "" Then 

On Error GoTo 0 

'Put filename in textbox 
forml.Text2.Text = Fullpath.Text 

ExitForm 
End If 

'Update directory list 
Dirl.Path = Filel.Path 

'Was user only selecting a new directory? 
Elself SelectFlag = DIRFLAG Then 

Dirl.Path = Dirl.List(Dirl.Listlndex) 
Dirl_Change 

'Set FullPath to selected file 
Else 

If Rights(Dirl.Path, 1) = "\" Then 
Fullpath.Text = Dirl.Path + Textl.Text 

Else 
Fullpath.Text = Dirl.Path + "\" + Textl.Text 

End If 
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'Put filename in textbox 
forml-Text2.Text = Fullpath.Text 

'All done 
ExitForm 

End If 

Exit Sub 

ErrorTrap: 
Beep 
Resume Next 

End Sub 

Sub Command2_Click () 
'Cancel button; indicate by erasing FullPath 
Fullpath = "" 

'All done 
ExitForm 

End Sub 

Sub Command3_Click () 
'olel.Class = "c:\msoffice\access\msaccess.exe" 
olel.SourceDoc = "c:\wndm4axs\" + Textl.Text 
olel.Action = OLE_CREATE_LINK 

End Sub 

Sub Dirl_Change () 
'User selected new subdirectory 
FillLabell 

'Update filename 
Filel.FileName = Dirl.Path + "\" + Filel.Pattern 
Filel.Pattern = GetFileTypeS() 

'Update drive list 
Drivel.Drive = Dirl.Path 

'Update name of file 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 

'Set last change to directory 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 

End Sub 

Sub Dirl_Click () 
'User clicked on new subdirectory 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 

End Sub 

Sub Drivel_Change () 
'User changed drive; update directory 
Dirl.Path = Drivel.Drive 

'Display current pattern 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 

'Set last change to directory 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 

End Sub 

Sub ExitForm () 
'Reactivate main buttons 
forml.Commandl.Enabled = True 
forml. Co]rancuid2 . Enabled = True 
forml.Commands.Enabled = True 
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'Check if "Evaluate" button should be enabled 
If forml.Textl.Text <> -- And forml.Text2.Text <> "" And forml.TextS.Text 

<> "" Then 
forml.Command4.Enabled = True 

End If 

'unload 
Unload GetMaterials 

End Sub 

Sub Filel_Click () 
'User clicked on new filename 
Textl.Text = Filel.FileName 
Commands.Enabled = True 
'Set last change to filename 
SelectFlag = FILEFLAG 

End Sub 

Sub Filel_DblClick () 
'User double-clicked on a filename 
Commandl_Cli ck 

End Sub 

Sub FileTypes_Click () 
'User selected new pattern from combo box 
Filel.Pattern = GetFileTypeS() 

'Display pattern until a file is selected 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 

End Sub 

Sub FillLabell () 
'Display directory part of path 
Labell.Caption = Dirl.Path 

'If directory string is too long, squish it down 
If Labell.Width > 2200 Then 

'Extract drive part 
aS = Lefts(Dirl.Path, 3) 
bS = MidS(Dirl.Path, 4) 

'Extract last subdirectory part 
Do While InStr(bS, "\") 

bS = MidS(bS, InStr(bS, "\") + D 
Loop 

'Squish out middle part 
Labell.Caption = aS + " • • • \" + bS 

End If 
End Sub 

Sub Form_Activate () 
•Don't select any filename at first 
Filel.Listlndex = -1 

'If no pattern list, default to *.* and *.mdb 
If FileTypes.ListCount = 0 Then 

FileTypes.Addltem "All Files (*.*)" 
FileTypes.Addltem "Access Files (*.mdb)" 

End If 

'Default to second pattern in list 
FileTypes.Listlndex = 1 

'If no previous path, use my path 
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If Fullpath.Text = "» Then 
Fullpath.Text = "c:\wndm4axs" 

End If 

•Update lists and labels 
Filel.Pattern = GetFileTypeS() 
Textl.Text = Filel.Pattern 
Dirl.Path = Fullpath.Text 
FillLabell 
SelectFlag = DIRFLAG 
Fullpath = "" 

End Sub 

Sub Form_KeyUp (KeyCode As Integer, Shift As Integer) 
'Watch only for Alt plus N, D, T or V key 
If Shift = 4 Then 

Select Case KeyCode 

'Alt+N 
Case 78 

Textl.SetFocus 

'Alt+D 
Case 68 

Dirl.SetFocus 

'Alt+T 
Case 84 

FileTypes.SetFocus 

'Alt+V 
Case 86 

Drivel.SetFocus 

End Select 
End If 

End Sv±> 

Sub Form_Load () 
'Center form on screen 
GetMaterials.Left = (Screen.Width - GetMaterials.Width) / 2 
'GetMaterials. Top = forml .PanelSDl .Top + forml. PanelSDl .Height + 400 

End Sub 

Sub Form_Unload (Cancel As Integer) 
'Reactivate main buttons 
forml.Commandl.Enabled = True 
forml.Command2.Enabled = True 
forml.Commands.Enabled = True 

End Sub 

Function GetFileTypeS () 
'Get pattern description from combo box 
TmpS = FileTTypes .Text 

'Find position of parentheses 
pl = InStr(Tmp$, "(") + 1 
p2 = InStr(TmpS, ")") 

'Return part between parentheses 
If pl > 0 And p2 > pl Then 

GetFileTypeS = LCaseS(MidS(TmpS, pl, p2 - pl)) 
Else 

GetFileTypeS = "*.*" 
End If 

End Function 
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Sub Textl_Change () 
•Set last change to File Name field 
SelectFlag = TEXTFLAG 

End Sub 
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APPENDIX B 

KNOWLEDGE BASE 

I * * ^ : . ? ? ; i * i L ^ ^ : . ^ ^ J J t ; f M4VB's backward cha in V 

goa l = e v a l u a t i o n . 

/ ! * * ? * ^ ! j L * i * ^ ^ d e f i n i t i o n s / i n i t i a l i z a t i o n s */ 

c l a s s d e f ( c l a d d i n g ) = [ 
s u p e r s = [ ] , 
t y p e , 
a r e a , 
p o s l o a d - 1 , 
p o s l o a d - 2 , 
n e g l o a d - 1 , 
n e g l o a d - 2 , 
zone, 
edge, 
h e i g h t , 
s t r e n g t h , 
f a s t t y p e , 
f a s t e n e r s , 
f a i l e d - 1 = "" , 
f a i l e d - 2 = "" 
] . 

classdef(roofing) = [ 
supers = [cladding], 
membrane 
]. 

classdef(opening) = [ 
supers = [cladding], 
impact 
] . 

I* These prevent M4VB's cache from filling up with */ 
/* useless data. */ 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * * * / 

nocache(zone(PANEL, PANELTYPE)). 
nocachedookat (INSTANCE) ) . 
nocache(cleanup(INSTANCE)). 
nocache(buildpanel(PANEL)). 
nocache(strength-PANELNAME). 
nocache(edge-PANEL). 
nocache(height-PANEL). 
nocache(fasttype-PANEL). 
nocache(fasteners-PANEL). 
nocache(area-PANELNAME). 
nocache(location-PANEL). 
nocache(panelname-PANEL). 
nocache(paneltype-PANELNAME). 
nocache(faill(INSTANCE,REASON)). 
nocache(fail2(INSTANCE,REASON)). 
nocache(results(INSTANCE)). 

/* This creates objects, obtains loading zone size, */ 
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/* fires rule to obtain data from user, and starts */ 
/* evaluation. */ 

if clad = CI and 
open = 01 and 
roof = Rl and 
zonesize = DUMMY and 
userdata and 
body 

then evaluation. 

if cladding <- new = INSTANCE 
then clad = INSTANCE. 

if opening <- new = INSTANCE 
then open = INSTANCE. 

if roofing <- new = INSTANCE 
then roof = INSTANCE. 

/* All of this data comes from the user. */ 

if hurcdist = HURCDIST and 
hd-HURCDIST = DUMMY and 
exposure = EXPOSURE and 
ex-EXPOSURE = DUMMY and 
import = IMPORT and 
imp-IMPORT = DUMMY and 
windvel = WINDVEL and 
wv-WINDVEL = DUMMY 

then userdata. 

legalvals(hurcdist) = integer. 
question (hurcdist) = "What is minimum distance from building to east/gulf 
coast?". 

if cladquest = DUMMY 
then exposure = "C". 

question(cladquest) = "This is to evaluate cladding only?", 
legalvals(cladquest) = (["true", "false"]). 

if (cat2S = true and 2 = CAT) or 
(cat4 = true and 4 = CAT) or 
1 = CAT 

then import = CAT. 

question(cat2S) = "Is building 'essential' or contain 300+ people?", 
legalvals(cat23) = (["true", "false"]). 

question(cat4) = "Is building low hazzard to humans if it fails?", 
legalvals(cat4) = (["true", "false"]). 

legalvals(windvel) = integer. 
question(windvel) = "What wind velocity is to be simulated?". 

/ * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

/* Sequence of events */ 
/ * * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * • • * / 

procedure(body) = 
{ 

PANELS := panels; 
INDEX := 1; 
do { 

PANEL := stringjoin(['p', INDEX]); 
INSTANCE := buildpaneKPANEL); 
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eval lookat(INSTANCE); 
eval results(INSTANCE); 
eval cleanup(INSTANCE); 
INDEX := INDEX + 1; 

} while (INDEX <= PANELS); 

/* Data is put into appropriate object */ 

procedure(buildpanel(PANEL)) = 

PANELNAME := panelname-PANEL; 
PANELTYPE := paneltype-PANELNAME; 
if (PANELTYPE == panel) 
{ 

INSTANCE := clad; 
} 
if ((PANELTYPE == door) or (PANELTYPE == window)) 

INSTANCE := open; 
IMPACT := impact-PANELNAME; 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(impact,IMPACT); 

} 
if (PANELTYPE == roofing) 
{ 

INSTANCE := roof; 
} 
EDGE := edge-PANEL; 
HEIGHT := height-PANEL; 
STRENGTH := strength-PANELNAME; 
FASTTYPE := fasttype-PANEL; 
FASTENERS := fasteners-PANEL; 
AREA := area-PANELNAME; 
LOCATION := location-PANEL; 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(type,PANELTYPE) ; 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(edge,EDGE); 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(height,HEIGHT); 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(strength,STRENGTH); 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(fasttype,FASTTYPE); 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(fasteners,FASTENERS); 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(area,AREA); 
ZONE := zone(INSTANCE,LOCATION) ; 
POSLOADl := posloadl-ZONE 
POSLOAD2 := posload2-Z0NE 
NEGLOADl := negloadl-ZONE 
NEGL0AD2 := negload2-Z0NE 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(zone,ZONE); 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(posload-1,POSLOADl) 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(posload-2,P0SL0AD2) 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(negload-1,NEGLOADl) 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(negload-2,NEGL0AD2) 
return INSTANCE; 

} 

/ • * * * * * * • * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

/* Loading zone is determined */ 
/ • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * / 

if LOCATION == wall and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(edge) = EDGE and 
zonesize = ZONESIZE and 
ZONESIZE > EDGE 

then zone(INSTANCE,LOCATION) = 5. 

if LOCATION == wall 
then zone(INSTANCE, LOCATION) = 4. 
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if LOCATION == roof and 
zonesize = ZONESIZE and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(height) = HEIGHT and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(edge) = EDGE and 
ZONESIZE > EDGE and 
ZONESIZE > HEIGHT 

then zone(INSTANCE, LOCATION) = 3. 

if LOCATION == roof and 
zonesize = ZONESIZE and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(height) = HEIGHT and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(edge) = EDGE and 
(ZONESIZE > EDGE or 
ZONESIZE > HEIGHT) 

then zone(INSTANCE, LOCATION) = 2. 

zone(INSTANCE, LOCATION) = 1. 

I* Evaluation rules */ 

if INSTANCE <- getslot (strength) = STRENGTH and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(posload-1) = POSLOADl and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(posload-2) = P0SL0AD2 and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(negload-1) = NEGLOADl and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(negload-2) = NEGL0AD2 and 
((STRENGTH <= POSLOADl and 
failKINSTANCE, "posload")) or 
(STRENGTH > POSLOADl and 
STRENGTH <= P0SL0AD2 and 
fai12(INSTANCE, "posload")) or 
(INSTANCE <- getslot(negload-1) = NEGLOADl and 
STRENGTH <= NEGLOADl and 
faill(INSTANCE, "negload")) or 
(STRENGTH > NEGLOADl and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(negload-2) = NEGL0AD2 and 
STRENGTH <= NEGL0AD2 and 
fail2(INSTANCE, "negload"))) 

then lookat(INSTANCE) = yes cf 90. 

if INSTANCE <- getslot(fasttype) = FASTTYPE and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(area) = AREA and 
shear-FASTTYPE = SHEAR and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(fasteners) = FASTENERS and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(negload-1) = NEGLOADl and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(negload-2) = NEGL0AD2 and 
( (NEGLOADl * AREA / FASTENERS >= SHEAR and 
failKINSTANCE, "fasteners")) or 
(NEGLOADl * AREA / FASTENERS < SHEAR and 
NEGL0AD2 * AREA / FASTENERS >= SHEAR and 
fail2(INSTANCE, "fasteners"))) 

then lookat(INSTANCE) = yes cf 90. 

if (INSTANCE <- getslot(type) = window or 
INSTANCE <- getslot(type) = door) and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(impact) = IMPACT and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(posload-1) = POSLOADl and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(posload-2) = P0SL0AD2 and 
((POSLOADl >= IMPACT and 
fai11(INSTANCE, "impact")) or 
(POSLOADl < IMPACT and 
P0SL0AD2 >= IMPACT and 
fail2(INSTANCE, "impact"))) 

then lookat(INSTANCE) = yes cf 90. 

if INSTANCE <- getslot(type) = roofing and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(membrane) = MEMBRANE and 
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INSTANCE <- getslot(negload-1) = NEGLOADl and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(negload-2) = NEGL0AD2 and 
((NEGLOADl >= MEMBRANE and 
faill(INSTANCE, "membrane")) or 
(NEGLOADl < MEMBRANE and 
NEGL0AD2 >= MEMBRANE and 
fail2(INSTANCE, "membrane"))) 

then lookat(INSTANCE) = yes cf 90. 

J***********************-********/ 

/* Record failure and reason */ 

if INSTANCE <- getslot(failed-1) = PREVIOUSl and 
INSTANCE <- getslot(failed-2) = PREVI0US2 and 
stringjoin([PREVIOUSl, " ", REASON]) = TOTALl and 
Stringjoin([PREVI0US2, " ", REASON]) = T0TAL2 and 
INSTANCE <- setslot(failed-1,TOTALl) and 
INSTANCE <- setslot(failed-2,TOTAL2) 

then faill(INSTANCE,REASON). 

if INSTANCE <- getslot(failed-2) = PREVIOUS and 
stringjoin([PREVIOUS, " ", REASON]) = TOTAL and 
INSTANCE <- setslot(failed-2,TOTAL) 

then fail2(INSTANCE,REASON). 

/ • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

/* Print pauiels that fail */ 

if not(INSTANCE <- getslot(failed-1) = "") or 
not(INSTANCE <- getslot(failed-2) = "") and 
INSTANCE <- printself 

then results(INSTANCE). 

results(INSTANCE) = yes. 

, * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

/* Clear object for next panel */ 

procedure(cleanup(INSTANCE)) = { 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(failed-1,"") ; 
eval INSTANCE <- setslot(failed-2,"") ; 
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APPENDIX C 

DESIGN DATABASE 

Table 2. Design Database 

id 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

name 

pi 

P2 

p3 

p4 

P5 

p6 

P7 

p8 

p9 

plO 

p11 

p12 

p13 

p14 

p15 

p16 

pi 7 

p18 

p19 

p20 

p21 

p22 

p23 

p24 

p25 

p26 

p27 

p28 

p29 

p30 

fasteners 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

height 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

edge 

0 

10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

70 

80 

90 

100 

110 

120 

110 

100 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

0 

10 

20 

30 

40 

fosttype 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfostener 

stdtastener 

stdfastener 

stdfostener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfestener 

stdfestener 

stdfestener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfestener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfeistener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

stdfastener 

panetname 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

stdpanel 

location 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

wall 

id 

1 

length 

250 

width 

200 

eave 

20 

rooftop 

28.3 

panels 

900 
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APPENDIX D 

MATERIAL DATABASE 

Table 3. Material Database 

id 

1 

2 

3 

paneltype 

panel 

window 

roofing 

strength 

35 

35 

35 

length 

10 

10 

10 

width 

2 

2 

2 

impact 

0 

30 

0 

panelname 

stdpanel 

windowl 

stdpanel2 

id 

1 

fasttype 

stdfastener 

shear 

40 
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APPENDIX E 

LOADCALC C++ CODE 

{ ! * . i ? f ? ? ? i ? : ? . WINDOWS DLL l i b r a r y func t ions 
****""""^'^^^^^^ ^ /********-^*****->'***ic******i.^.*i,^^,^^^^^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^ 

#include <windows.h> 
#include <math.h> 

/***********************^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

/* Windows library entry procedure. This procedure must perform all 
/* Library initialization and memory allocation. It is called when the 
/* DLL is loaded but before the using program executes. If allocation 
/* fails, it should return 0 to tell Windows that it failed. If it 
/* returns 1, Windows assumes that the DLL loaded succesfully. 

int FAR PASCAL LibMain (HANDLE hinstance, WORD wDataSeg, WORD wHeapSize, 
LPSTR IpszCmdLine) 

{ 
if (wHeapSize >0) /*if initialization successful, unlock data 

segment */ 
UnlockData(0); 

return 1; 
} 

I* Windows exit procedure -- called from Windows to kill the DLL 
/* Any deallocation should be performed here. 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * • / 

int FAR PASCAL _export WEP (int nParam) 
{ 
return 1; 
} 

/ * • * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * / 

/* Note that it assumes that the parcuneters are referenced with 
/* respect to the DATA segment Ml!!!!!!!!!!!! SS!=DS 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

/* PosLoadl reads in PRESSURE and ZONE, then calculates the load. 
/* Note there are no positive pressures on a roof. 
/* Equation: p = qh(GCp) Equation 3-6, pg 46 of ASCE guide. 
/* p - design pressure (psf) 
/* qh - velocity pressure 
/* G - gust response factor 
/* Cp - external pressure coefficient 
/* qh is calculated in svibroutine VELPRESS below. 
/* G and Cp are combined for buildings less then 60ft in FIG 
, * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * / 

void FAR PASCAL _export PosLoadl (float pressure, int zone, float far *load) 
{ 
float temp = 0; 
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void 
{ 

if (zone == 1) temp 
if (zone == 2) temp 
if (zone == 3) temp 
if (zone == 4) temp 
if (zone == 5) temp 
*load = temp; 

FAR PASCAL _export 

float temp = 0; 
if (zone == 1) temp 
if (zone == 2) temp 
if (zone == 3) temp 
if (zone == 4) temp 
if (zone == 5) temp 
*load = temp; 

= pressure * 0; 
= pressure * 0; 
= pressure * 0; 
= pressure * 1.35; 
= pressure * 1.35; 

PosLoad2 (float pressure, int zone, float 

= pressure * 0; 
= pressure * 0; 
= pressure * 0; 
= ((pressure * 1.35) + (pressure * 0.25)) 
= ((pressure * 1.35) + (pressure * 0.25)) 

far *load) 

void FAR PASCAL _export NegLoadl (float pressure, int zone, float far *load) 
{ 
float temp = 0; 
if (zone == 1) temp = pressure 
if (zone == 2) 
if (zone == 3) 
if (zone == 4) 
if (zone == 5) 
*load = temp; 

temp = pressure 
temp = pressure 
temp = pressure 
temp = pressure 

1.35; 
2.4; 
3.15 
1.45 
1.85 

void FAR PASCAL _export NegLoad2 (float pressure, int zone, float far *load) 
{ 

} 

float temp = 0 
if (zone == 1) 
if (zone == 2) 
if (zone == 3) 
if (zone == 4) 
if (zone == 5) 
*load = temp; 

r 

temp 
temp 
temp 
temp 
temp 

= 

= 
= 
= 

= 

((pressure 
((pressure 
((pressure 
((pressure 
((pressure 

1.35) + (pressure * 0.25)) 
2.4) + (pressure * 0.25)); 
3.15) + (pressure * 0.25)) 
1.45) + (pressure * 0.25)) 
1.85) + (pressure * 0.25)) 

void FAR PASCAL _export Velpres (int import, int windvel, int hurcdist, float 
expose, float far *press) 

{ 
float temp = 0; 
if (import == 1) 

if (hurcdist <= 100) temp = 1.05; 
else temp = 1.00; 

if ((import == 2) '̂  (import ==3)) 
if (hurcdist <= 100) temp = 1.11; 

else temp = 1.07; 
if (import == 4) 

if (hurcdist <= 100) temp = 1.00; 
else temp = 0.95; 

temp = 0.00256 * expose * windvel * windvel * temp * temp; 
•press = temp; 

} 

void FAR PASCAL _export Zonesize (float height, float width, float length, 
float far *size) 

{ 
float tempi = 0.0; 
float temp2 = 0.0; 
if (width > length) tempi = length; 

else tempi = width; 
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^^ J i c l ' ^ * ^^^^^^^ > (0.4 • h e i g h t ) ) temp2 = 0.4 * h e i g h t ; e l s e temp2 = 0 .1 * tempi-

i f \llJi * ^^n?^^ ^ ^^"^P2) temp2 = 0.04 * tempi ; 
i r (temp2 < 3.0) temp2 = 3 0-
* s i z e = temp2; 

/*end of f u n c t i o n s * / 
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